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IBC on Tour - where is my container?
NXTGN Solution GmbH will present its solution for monitoring containers (Industrial
Bulk Containers - IBCs) at the FACHPACK European Trade Fair for Packaging,
Processes and Technology, which takes place from 24 - 26 September 2019 in the
Exhibition Centre Nuremberg.
"The Internet of Things (IoT) is currently on everyone's lips. We are redefining the
term and calling IoT "IBC on Tour", which describes our container monitoring solution
IBC.DIGITAL," says Patrick Franke, Managing Director of the digitisation company
NXTGN Solution GmbH from Neumarkt (Bavaria).

The worldwide location via mobile cellular (NBIoT/GSM fallback), configurable portal
and sensor logic, long-lasting battery life and level measurement are some of the
features of the solution. With a simple retrofit for the most diverse containers.

Manufacturers of containers (IBCs), maintenance companies, users and their
customers have so far only limited information about the condition of the containers.
Ignorance of this information leads to unnecessarily long downtimes and an
ineffective, expensive process. Whether the container to be monitored is metal or
plastic, NXTGN's IBC.DIGITAL tracking solution provides transparency. It reveals
exactly where the IBC is in the world, what the current fill level is and in what
condition the IBC is.

The resulting advantages are obvious. With IBC.DIGITAL, manufacturers, end
customers or pooling companies can improve their service and maintenance
processes, trigger orders when a certain filling level is undershot and thus optimize
the entire logistics process.
You will find the NXTGN at booth 9-328f.

Background
NXTGN as partner for digitisation initiatives
Digitization cannot be carried out at the push of a button from 0 to 100 percent. A
large number of small steps towards complete digitization are necessary. The NXTGN
is aimed at all those who deal with the innovation of business processes. You don't
want to miss the train towards digitization? Ask us your questions and share your
concerns. We are happy to share our views, experiences and convictions with you.
NXTGN is a full-service system integrator for the Internet of Things (IoT). Special
attention is paid to solutions for tracking and monitoring mobile assets such as IBC
and FLC. With our products IBC.DIGITAL and VESSEL.DIGITAL we help companies to
get more transparency in the material handling process. Scalable, reliable, secure.
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We support you in the conception, planning, implementation and operation of smart
IBC solutions. From the sensor to the business model. NXTGN is headquartered in
Neumarkt in the Nuremberg area.
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